TalkaSoft Pty Ltd
The Universal Language Tutor and Translator + LifeStyle
Information Library

SORO Nigeria
SORO Nigeria (Volume 1) is a Computer based Software that teaches how to Speak –
Write Yoruba, Hausa and Igbo Nigerian Languages and contains over 3000 spoken
words/phrases.
Do you or your children want to learn a Nigerian Language? Then read on .....
What Can “SORO – NIGERIA” do
 Translate English sentences to Igbo, Hausa
SORO also includes LifeStyle Information
and Yoruba by using a patent pending
Library that can be use to:
algorithm.
 Document Family history, Special events
 Search for words and phrases in categories
e.g. wedding, naming ceremony and
such as "Travel", "Accommodation", and
Food recipes etc using audio and video
“Greetings” etc. to simplify Language
recordings.
learning
 Document Nigeria food recipes using
 Use special keyboard with accented
audio and video recordings for visual and
alphabets to write and learn Yoruba, Igbo
graphic illustrations to preserve favourite
and Hausa Languages.
menus.
 Learn the major Nigerian languages in the
 Save contact details of family, friends
comfort of your own home or office.
and business contacts.
 Teach your children and/or grandchildren
about your language using technology, which
Buy your copy of SORO Nigeria today
appeals more to younger people.
and:
 Build your own language library by adding
 Store and search easily for photos and
more words and translations of your own (for
memories of special events.
example your dialect) to the over 3000 audio
 Try some of the Nigerian food recipes
translations in SORO.
contained in the lifestyle section.
 SORO also comes with dialogue audio
 Create your own recipes and preserve
recording for each translation to provide
them by recording it in the lifestyle food
practical illustrations of the translation.
section.
 Translate exact meaning of English
 Store your own autobiography or family
words/phrases to Igbo, Hausa and Yoruba
history as legacy for future generation.
languages. For instance "light" may have 48
 Store addresses and personal details in
meanings in English but SORO allows the
the special event diary in the software.
user to match "f y " which is the 18th
 Learn to speak or fine tune your
meaning with “load that is not heavy” while
understanding adding of Yoruba m Igbo
also translating the 48th meaning of
or Hausa languages.
“luminosity” as “ m l ” in Yoruba.
 Quiz function that allows teachers or parents
to test the learners understanding of Yoruba,
Igbo and Hausa languages.
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A graphical illustration of SORO Nigeria is shown below:

Who can Use SORO Nigeria?
Key users of "SORO - NIGERIA" are Nigerians especially students in Nigerian schools, colleges
and universities and non-Nigerians married to Nigerians, Linguistic students, Business travellers,
governments, migration/travel agencies, tourism organisations and anyone wanting to learn
Nigerian major languages.
Will SORO Nigeria work on my computer?
Soro works on the following Operating Systems: Windows 2000, Windows XP, Windows VISTA
and Windows 7. Your computer’s CPU must have Pentium III or higher processor to work with
Soro.
How do I install SORO Nigeria?
The software requires the user to request for activation code from TalkaSoft before it can be used.
When installed, the software will generate a serial code unique to the computer on which it is
installed; this serial code will need to be sent to TalkaSoft to obtain the activation code or a
password emailed to the user for automatic permanent activation over the internet. The software
comes with a standard licensing agreement.
What is the Price of SORO Nigeria and who can sell it to me at discounted Price?
Please visit our website www.talkasoft.com or contact your local agent listed on our web site for current
price of SORO Nigeria or simply email us at sales@talkasoft.com.
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